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Abstract
This is a qualitative and chronological analysis of ictal and postictal symptoms, frequency of seizures, family history, response to treatment, and prognosis in nine patients with idiopathic occipital epilepsy and visual seizures. Ictal elementary visual hallucinations are stereotyped for each patient, usually lasting for seconds. They consist of mainly multiple, bright coloured, small circular spots, circles, or balls. Mostly, they appear in a temporal hemifield often moving contralaterally or in the centre where they may be flashing. They may multiply and increase in size in the course of the seizure and may progress to other non-visual occipital seizure symptoms and more rarely to extra-occipital manifestations and convulsions. Blindness occurs usually from the beginning and postictal headache, often indistinguishable from migraine, is common. It is concluded that elementary visual hallucinations in occipital seizures are entirely different from visual aura of migraine when individual elements of colour, shape, size, location, movement, speed of development, duration, and progress are synthesised together. Postictal headache does not show preference for those with a family history of migraine. Most of the patients are misdiagnosed as having migraine with aura, basilar migraine, acephalgic migraine, or migrainous epilepsy simply because physicians are not properly informed of differential diagnostic criteria. As a result, treatment may be delayed for years. Response to carbamazepine is excellent and seizures may remit.

Methods
These are detailed elsewhere. Patients with occipital seizures were prospectively evaluated and followed up from 1973. Nine patients with idiopathic occipital epilepsy with visual hallucinations (IOEVH) had:

(a) Incontrovertible clinical evidence of occipital seizures with or without secondarily generalisation.
(b) Normal physical, neurological, and mental states and high resolution MRI.
They all had detailed interviews, seven completed a purposely designed questionnaire, and eight provided drawings of their visual hallucinations.

Results

PREVALENCE
Of 1360 patients with epilepsies 63 (4.6%) had occipital seizures and these were 25.4% definite (nine patients) or possible (seven patients) non-photosensitive IOEVH, 38.1% early onset benign childhood occipital seizures, 27% symptomatic occipital epilepsy, and 9.5% idiopathic photosensitive occipital epilepsy. Sex, age, and other chronological data are provided in the table.

ELEMENTARY VISUAL HALLUCINATIONS
In all patients elementary visual hallucinations were the first and often the only ictal symptom.

Colour, shape, and size
All patients described coloured visual hallucinations, which were multicoloured in six, monochromatic in two, and dichromatic in one (figure). Bright red, yellow, blue, and green seemed to predominate. Shapes were circular, spots, circles, or balls in all but one, who described “shades of purple”. In three patients additional coloured squares, triangles, and rectangular shapes in each were experienced together with the circular patterns that predominated. Individual elements of the visual...
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SD 5.1 5.3 4.8 3.8 3.1
Mean 20.7 12.0 17.8 5.8 2.9
Median 21 11 17 6 2

hallucinations were multiple (tens or hundreds) in seven and 2–4 in the other two. Their size varied from “spots” to, rarely, the size of a coin.

**Location**

Their location at onset was unilateral in six, appearing in the periphery of the left (four) or right temporal hemifield and central or of undefined localisation in three patients.

**Movement**

Horizontal movement towards the other side was a consistent finding in three patients that all had unilateral visual hallucinations. They were flashing in four with two of them having central visual hallucinations. Spinning visual hallucinations were described by one patient and rotating hallucinations in another.

**Vision**

Ictally, vision was obscured only in the area occupied by the visual hallucinations. Only one patient had a “10% reduction of visual awareness before the onset of visual hallucinations” and this often could be the only ictal symptom, lasting for 1–2 seconds.

**Duration**

Most elementary visual hallucinations lasted for 5–30 seconds, rarely 1 minute. They could last up to 3 minutes in three patients and 10 minutes in another one. Two patients later had solitary or rare visual seizure lasting 15–20 minutes without other non-visual ictal symptoms. Usually, elementary visual hallucinations were longer before secondarily generalisation.

The components of visual hallucinations increased in numbers, size, or both with progress of seizure, particularly before other non-visual ictal symptoms.

**Frequency and circadian distribution**

Visual seizures usually occurred daily (table) and were diurnal in all but patient 6, who would be wakened by them.

**Precipitating factors**

There were no obvious precipitating factors. One patient said that they were precipitated by exercise and heat, one by stress, one by hunger, one in darkness, one in looking at bright non-flickering lights, one with excess of alcohol.

**Stereotypical appearance**

The seizures were stereotyped in all aspects for every patient.

**Blindness and hemianopia**

Patients 1, 3, and 5 had rare episodic blindness lasting 2–3 minutes. This was usually infrequent and often occurred suddenly without other preceding occipital seizure symptoms. Hemianopia, ictal or postictal, is difficult to assess but was experienced by patients 3, 4, and 8.

**Other occipital seizure symptoms**

The elementary visual hallucinations started and persisted, usually without other occipital seizure symptoms. Patients 3 and 8 also had illusions of eye movements. Patients 7 and 8 had eyelid fluttering or repetitive eyelid closures after the visual hallucinations when consciousness was impaired, progressing to generalised convulsions. Two patients had ipsilateral deviation of the eyes and head.

**Complex visual hallucinations**

Only patient 3 in the progress of his elementary visual hallucinations saw “large objects, probably people, which I cannot identify”.

**Progress of visual seizures to other non-visual manifestations**

Visual seizures rarely progressed to other ictal manifestations. The pattern of progression varied significantly among the patients although it was usually stereotyped for each patient. Patient 1 had two seizures with dysphasia and slight confusion and one nocturnal secondary generalised tonic clonic seizures (GTCS). Also, he may have had two motor partial seizures. Patient 2 had only two ipsilateral motor partial seizures and four nocturnal GTCS. Patient 3 had four brief episodes of falls with loss of consciousness without convulsions that were unrelated to visual seizures. Visual hallucinations progressed to ipsilateral deviation of eyes and head with clonic hemiconvulsions on only three occasions in patient 3. Patient 5 had two to three episodes with blindness, visual hallucinations, spinning around, and loss of muscular tone with a fall. Patient 6 had less than 12 GTCS secondary to visual seizures. In patient 7, visual seizures exceptionally progressed to impairment of conscious-
ness, eyelid flickering, and GTCS. Patient 8 woke up on 12 occasions with a sense of fear and violently spinning around for 2–3 seconds, followed by his habitual visual hallucination that ended up with “an explosion of colours that flicker in the centre of my eyes like flash..."
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Discussion

The reason for strictly limiting this study to idiopathic occipital epilepsy is for a better comparison with migraine that is also idiopathic.

ARE THESE SEIZURES OR MIGRAINE?

The elementary visual hallucinations detailed cannot be anything else but visual seizures. They are entirely different from migraine visual aura in their clustering of colour, shape, size, location, movement, duration, and development. Epileptic elementary visual hallucinations are mainly coloured, with circular patterns, have the same onset regarding localisation, and progress, they are often brief, lasting for seconds, develop fast and their individual components may multiply or move together to the contralateral side. They are mainly frequent, often daily, and sometimes accompany other occipital seizure symptoms such as eye and head deviation, illusions of eye movement, eyelid repetitive closures, or fluttering. Blindness that lasts longer and may occur from the beginning is not uncommon. Postictal headache is frequent and often indistinguishable from migraine.

Conversely, the visual aura of migraine with aura and acephalgic migraine starts with predominantly flickering achromatic or black and white, linear, and zigzag patterns in the centre of the visual field, gradually expanding over minutes towards the periphery of one hemifield and often leaves a scotoma. They rarely exhibit daily frequency. Less typical features of migraine visual aura and coloured patterns have been described but clustering of other symptoms as above betray their migraine nature. Non-visual epileptic occipital symptoms do not occur. Although possible, it is probably exceptional to progress to convulsions.

I have recently extensively reviewed basilar migraine and concluded that reported associations with occipital epilepsy are probably erroneous. Basilar migraine is characterised by transient and fully reversible aura symptoms indicating focal dysfunction of the brain stem, the occipital lobes, or both, followed by headache. Common neurological symptoms of aura include visual symptoms of mainly bilateral blurring or blindness, dizziness, vertigo and tinnitus, ataxia, bilateral weakness, and dysaesthesia, diplopia, dysarthria, and decreased hearing. In only one of the reported cases “colourful displays” are mentioned. Aura symptoms develop gradually over 4 minutes and last for less than an hour. Impairment or loss of consciousness without convulsions may occur in 25% of patients between the aura and the headache phase. The attacks of basilar migraine are usually infrequent and over the years there is a tendency for them to cease or to be replaced by common varieties of migraine with or without aura.

MIGRALEPSY VERSUS EPILEPSY-MIGRAINE

Migralepsy, an old term deriving from migra(ine) and (epi)lepsy for “a seizure that may be a composite of symptoms encountered in
epilepsy and migraine has been recently reintroduced.13 Interictal seizures are to denote epileptic seizures occurring between the migrainous aura and the headache phase of migraine.15 There should be no reason that epileptic seizures, so vulnerable to extrinsic and intrinsic precipitating factors, could not be susceptible to cortical changes introduced by migraine. However, this is surprisingly so extremely rare that only a few case reports have been published despite the fact that migraine and epilepsy are among the commoner brain diseases. According to a recent review, most of these are genuine occipital seizures imitating migrainous aura. For example, two of the three “migrainous epilepsy” patients of Lennox and Lennox seemed to have symptomatic and idiopathic occipital epilepsy with visual hallucinations.

None of the 1360 patients of the initial population of this report and none of the nine patients with IOE VH had any evidence of seizures developing from migraine aura although this was often the initial erroneous diagnosis. Conversely, postictal headache and other migraine-like symptoms occurred in these patients that make an epilepsy-migraine sequence a more realistic proposition.

**BLINDNESS**

Three of the nine patients had ictal blindness as the only seizure manifestation, rarely preceded by visual hallucinations or followed by other seizure manifestations and postictal headache and vomiting. Blindness is well documented in occipital epilepsy.5 7 17 Migraine with aura,8 and basilar migraine.15 18 Postictal scotoma, hemianopia, and blindness occur in all these diseases and they are not specific for any of them.

**HEADACHE**

Postictal headache was often indistinguishable from migraine headache associated with nausea and vomiting. It was equally common in those with or without a family history of migraine. Other similarities with migraine headache are that in some patients this started 3–15 minutes after the end of visual hallucinations and it was longer and more severe with visual seizures of longer duration. Similar postictal headache has been reported in symptomatic patients but is mainly emphasised in idiopathic occipital seizures. It may be that the seizure discharges in the occipital lobes trigger a genuine migraine headache through trigeminovascular or brain stem mechanisms.6 21

**Conclusion**

The quality and the chronological sequence of ictal elementary visual hallucinations are markedly different from the visual aura of migraine. The concept of migrainous epilepsy or of a migraine-epilepsy sequence needs revaluation based on accurate diagnosis. The emerging concept of occipital seizures triggering migrainous headache is more likely. More importantly, patients with daily visual seizures that may progress to convulsions merit a precise diagnosis and appropriate treatment, probably with carbamazepine. Visual seizures and migraine aura may imitate each other but their true identity cannot easily escape clinical scrutiny.